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"It's been three hundred years, now is the time..."Eighteen year old Aribelle Weever has been on

the run for the past two years. She and her cousin are being hunted by a group of crazed panther

shifters. Ari is a Potential. It is said that Potentials unlock a great power from within their fated

mates. The panthers don't care about fate though, only power. She will not give up her freedom

without a fight, but she can't shake her fear. Everything changes when she moves to the little town

of Winago Heights..."...when the time is right, you will find the one that fate has chosen for

you."Connell O'Reilly has been plagued by the death of his parents for the past eight years. The

attack was meant to destroy his brothers, but he was able to save them. Because of the total

destruction of the pack that night, he was thrown into the roles of father, provider, and Alpha. It

wasn't easy for a boy at fifteen, but you play the hand you're dealt. Life has been quiet, that is until

his brothers meet the new girl in town...
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I love books about werewolves and mates and Potential was a good read.The story was a quick and



easy read, I really enjoyed it. I could see where the story was going but it didn't take away from me

enjoying it. The story could have been devolved a little more but it is the first novel so hopeful it will

in the rest of the series.Airbelle is a decent character, she is the take control of the situation type

and she cares strongly for the people around her. She has a sassy attitude which I wish I could

have seen more. As for the others they were okay Conner and his playfulness, Colton the shy one

and Falcon the strong silent type. I wish they were also developed a little more but maybe they will

be later on.Potential has different types of shifters, people on the run, action, murder, kidnapping,

love and the mysterious potentials. I can't to see where the rest of this series will go.

I love this book! The only negative thing I can say about this story is that it is just too short! I was left

wanting more.The plot for this story was well thought out and executed wonderfully. Now, I know

that there are more books in this series, but I really wanted more Aribelle and Connell.Even though I

feel like there could have been much more to this story in regards to the development to the story I

still really enjoyed it, thus my 5 star rating. I recommend this story for all ages, teen and up, because

I think that this book can be enjoyed all around.

This could have been a hit but the misspelled words were a bummer. Totally made me drop out of

the setting. Fix the grammar. Yes I will read the next.

Interesting take on shifters. Characters are good. Some swearing some kisses but it's clean

otherwise. The story is good and I am going to read the next one.Update...I just re-read this book

and enjoyed it just as much as the first time. I've been culling my library and this series will be

staying.

Great storyline, great characters, I always hope for a little more denial from the female leave roll. But

the story was very easy to read kept my attention and made me smile a lot.

This book was a very easy read, I found it to be for a much younger crowd, probably ages 10-12. I

won't be reading the next book in the series.

It was a great read but my only wish was that it was longer. But I plan on reading the sequel when it

comes out.



For a young readers romance this book was pretty great. I'm looking forward to hearing the other

stories once they come out. I recommend this for ages 13 and up.
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